BRIEF REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE BUREAUS
AND OFFICES OF THE DEPARTMENT, 1917.
rpHE war in Europe, even before the United States en-*- tered the conflict as a principal, was making heavy
demands upon every one of our industries, and upon none
was the stress heavier than upon agriculture, the basic industry of the country. It is, therefore, not strange that the
activities of the department had become intensified and every
effort was being made to increase the production of food,
feed, and fiber to meet the great foreign demand.
When we entered into the struggle, before additional appropriations had been furnished to permit increased efforts
to be put forth, and even before the war declaration had actually been made, every bureau, office, and individual in the
department was devoting every pound of energy to bringing
about the production and conservation of greater crops than
ever.
Naturally many of the minor activities of peaceful days
were either abandoned or put aside, in order that the demands of these strenuous times might be met. Therefore,
the brief reviews of the work of the different bureaus an¿
offices here presented, deal more with the last three months of
the fiscal year than with the previous nine months, as the
interest in the work from April to July is paramount, dominating, and continuing.
Besides the great bureaus of the department there are several organizations actively engaged in » the department's
work, usually in a general administrative way serving all the
bureaus and coordinated in the Office of the Secretary.
Consequently the reviews of the work of the Solicitor, the
Office of Farm Management, the Office of Exhibits, the Information work, and the Publication work, together with the
Insecticide and Fungicide Board and the Federal Horticultural Board, which assist the Secretary in the enforcement of the insecticide act of 1910 and the plant quarantine
act of August 20,1912, have been included under one general
heading.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF WORK OF THE SOLICITOR.

Fifty-eight bills and amendments relating to agricultural
subjects were drawn or examined and commented on, including the Food Production and Food Control bills, the
Migratory Bird Treaty bill, the Virus and Serum bill, the
Cotton Standards bill, the Personal Rural Credits bill, and
the River Regulation and Flood Control bill. A brief on the
constitutional questions involved in the Food Control bill
w^as printed as part 10 of the hearings before the House
Committee on Agriculture. Aid was given in preparing the
department's reports on Federal and State bills covering,
among other subjects, grain standards, A^cgetable basket and
container standards, preparation and manufacture of serums
and toxins, interstate commerce in misbranded articles, and
construction of public roads.
In cooperation with bureaus, regulations were prepared
for administration of the Federal Aid Road Act, the United
States Cotton Futures Act, the United States Grain Standards Act, the United States Warehouse Act, and the United
States Standard Basket and Container Act. Forms required
in the administration of these acts were also prepared.
, The law^s of each State were examined to ascertain whether
th*e State had qualified to participate in the benefits of the
Federal Aid Road Act, Aid w^as given some of the States
in the preparation of legislation to qualify them for participation in the benefits of this act.
The office rendered 1,727 w^ritten opinions and prepared
many briefs or memoranda for submission to officials of other
departments in matters appertaining to the administration
of the Department of Agriculture. There were 3,981 cases
investigated and reported to the Department of Justice for
prosecution. Fines and recoveries in litigated and nonlitigated cases amounted to $246,255,99 and decrees of condemnation and forfeiture were entered in 411 food and drug
cases.
There were handled 687 land claims in the National Forests. Decisions in favor of the Government resulted in retention in the National Forests of lands supporting timber
valued at more than $686,736. Titles to 152 tracts of land,
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to,be purchased under the Weeks Forestry Law, were examined.
Forty-seven applications for patents on inventions of department employees were filed.
The office prepared 2,897 contracts, bonds, and .similar
papers.
OFFICE OF FARM MANAGEMENT.

The work of the Office of Farm Management for the year
has been largely determined by the exigencies of the world
war. Soon after the United States entered the struggle this
Office, in cooperation with the Department of Labor, began
to cope with the farm-labor problem. A comprehensive plan
of action was worked out, and a representative of the department was placed at the disposal of each State to help
State agencies in perfecting an organization, effecting a cooperative arrangement practically nation wide, that has been
instrumental in doing much toward relieving labor shortages in various parts of the country. This organization is
continuing, and will be in position to meet future shortages
of farm labor as they may arise.
In cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry in the
field of live-stock economics, investigations, obtained significant results as to the better farm management practices
in producing beef animals in the corn belt. It was found
that in order profitably to maintain herds for the production
of feeder cattle on the higher-priced lands, the farmer must
depend largely upon the cheaper feeds, used in connection
with abundant pasture and cheap roughage.
Further studies of methods employed in the production
of farm crops continued during the year, particularly with
reference to" cotton, sugar beets, corn silage, potatoes, and
hay, affording data as to farm practices which make for
economy in production in the different regions.
Progress has been made in the study of farm organization,
in the study of farm tenantry and lease contracts, in the
preparation of an Atlas of American Agriulture, and in the
field of farm bookkeeping and cost acounting.
THE OFFICE OF EXHIBITS.

During the past year 37 expositions or shows have been
held in 15 States and the District of Columbia, ranging from
29190"—YBK 1917
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Massachusetts to California and from Florida to Texas,
These have varied in extent from displays of a single activity occupying but a few square feet of space to shows
embracing many lines of endeavor and filling thousands of
square feet of floor space.
EXPOSITIONS PROVIDED FOR BY CONGRESS.

Two of the expositions held during the year were provided
for by Congress; one in Springfield, Mass., in cooperation
with the annual meeting of the National Dairy Show Association, having for its object the illustration of the work of
the boys' and girls' clubs and cooperative agricultural extension work carried on in the North Atlantic States, and
one at È1 Paso, Tex., in cooperation with the International
Farm Congress and Soils Product Exposition. The exhibits
for this latter exposition were selected with special reference
to their educational valuö in illustrating the products and
processes of dry-land agriculture.
LOANED EXHIBITS.

The department sometimes loans its exhibits to fairs of
various kinds, and makes displays for which no appropriations have been made, when this can be done without expense to the Government and without interfering with more
important work being carried on at the time. A cash deposit and a properly executed bond is required in every case,
indemnifying the department against any loss and securing
the safe return of the exhibits.
During the past year, loans have been made to 35 fairs
and shows, all without loss or serious accident. This is noteworthy in view of the amount of material handled and the
distances shipped.
FOOD PRODUCTION AJ^D CONSERVATION SHOWS.

The stimulation of greater interest and activity in food
production and conservation, made necessary by existing war
conditions, has led to a concentration of effort in exposition
work along these lines. An important show of this character
was made in New York City during August, in cooperation
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with a corporation of that city. The exhibits selected illustrated food production and food conservation, either byprevention of loss from disease, the ravages of insects and
fungous pests, or by the prevention of waste through the
preservation of foodstuffs by canning and drying. In connection with this exhibit, demonstrations were carried on
daily, teaching methods of canning and drying which could
be conducted by a family under ordinary home conditions.
A similar exhibit was made in connection with the home
canning and food conservation exhibit by a firm in Washington, D. C. This display included a particularly attractive
window show on the street floor and a number of exhibits relating to foodstuffs in the auditorium, where the canning
exposition was held and the demonstration carried on.
Food exhibits have largely taken the form of window
displays in department stores on prominent streets, where
they are seen by shoppers and others passing. Displays of
this character have been made in Washington, D. C, Baltimbre, Md., Lancaster and York, Pa., and New York City
and Brooklyn, N. Y.
The displays made by the department during the past year
in nearly every section of the United States have brought its
activities before hundreds of thousands of people in an attractive, instructive, and forceful way, which will result in
great and lasting benefits to the country at large.
OFMGE OF INFORMATION.

Since war was declared the Office of Inforination has been
engaged chiefly in the preparation and issuance of material
relating to the production, conservation, and distribution of
fqadstuffs. Through effective cooperation on the part of
farm journals and daily newspapers, this information has
been very widely circulated. From the date of the Nation's
entry into the European war to June SO, 1917, statements
had been furnished to the press. These articles, based on
data furnished by the department's specialists, dealt primarily with the canning, drying, and preserving of fruits
and vegetables, poultry raising, and increased production of
corn, oats, wheat, rye, and live stock.
The office assisted in the preparation of a number of
pamphlets known as the " Food Thrift Series" of which over
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a million copies have been distributed. Thirty-three poster
bulletins were designed, the editions of which ranged from
1,000 to 300,000.
The Weekly News Letter, prepared in the Office of Information, has been increasingly used by the department's
scientists as a medium for conveying to the rural districts
practical advice on better cultural and marketing methods.
It has been necessary to increase the size of this publication
from four to eight pages.
From five to ten columns of illustrated matter were furnished each week for syndicate use.
PUBLICATION WORK.

The publication work of the department comprised 1,132
n,ew bulletins, reports, separates, periodicals, and miscellaneous documents, the editions of which aggregated 22,987,335 copies. The total number of documents, new and reprints of earlier issues, was 47,023,635 copies, exceeding the
récord of any previous year. Of new department bulletins
there were 172, the editions of which aggregated 1,320,000
copies; of new Farmers' Bulletins, 84 were issued, of which
4,515,000 copies were printed.
During the last quarter of the year certain Farmers' Bulletins were utilized by the department to stimulate crop production and to conserve the food supply of the country.
Among them, in the order of their distribution, were No.
818, Plans for a Small Vegetable Garden, of which 1,000,000
copies were distributed; No. 255, The Home Vegetable Garden, of which 260,000 copies were distributed; No. 839, Home
Canning by the One-Period Cold-Pack Method, edition 1,250,000 copies; and No. 841, Home and Community Drying
of Fruits and Vegetables, edition 1,100,000 copies.
There was an active demand for all publications relating
to the cultivation of crops, indicating a widespread interest
in the subject.
An effective feature in the department's work for increased
crop production was the printing, and distribution through
its own agencies and through civic and patriotic organizationsj of posters, food-thrift circulars, and leaflets, the editions of which amounted to more than 3,000,000 copies.
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INSECa:iClDE AND FUNGICIDE BOARD.

Under the Insecticide Act of 1910 and the annual appropriations the department regulated the interstate shipment
and the importation and exportation of insecticides and
fungicides, and also the manufacture and sale of such products in the Territories and the District of Columbia. Farmers, fruit growers, market gardners, and stock and poultry
raiser^ were protected from fraudulent, misbranded, and
adulterated insecticides and fungicides by the board's action
during the year. Products to rid the household of insects,
and disinfectants, germicides, etc., also were examined and
controlled.
Materials used in spraying plants, such as fruit trees,
vines, cotton, truck crops, in treating seed wheat and other
cereals, to combat insect pests and fungous diseases, and
for various purposes on poultry and on horses, cattle,
sheep, swine, goats, and certain other domestic animals,
were collected and examined. During the year 984 samples were collected by inspectors operating throughout
the United States, and 35 samples were taken from consignments offered for importation at the various ports of entry.
The samples collected cover a wide range of materials, and
it was found that many new articles were being sold.
The results of several years' investigational work by the
chemists of the board, to determine how lead arsenates on
the market should be labeled and to obtain scientific information relative to the preparation and properties of various
lead arsenates, were published during the year in four
papers, and a fifth paper was prepared and accepted for
publication.
The investigation started sometime ago to discover a
chemical method to determine stems in adulterated insect
powder, establish standards, and study the process of manufacture of insect powder and the composition of raw materials as well as the finished product, prepared under known
conditions, was completed. Work was begun to determine
the composition and methods of preparation of tobacco dust
sold on the American market. The results of this work will
be of great service in recognizing adulteration and misbranding of these classes of goods.
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In cooperation with the Bureaus of Entomology and Plant
Industry the field tests of the value of dust mixtures were
continued and information of much value in connection with
the enforcement of the act was obtained. The scope of the
work has been materially widened this year in order to cover
a larger list of fruits and vegetables.
The entomologists and plant pathiologists of the board in
connection, with the testing of the efficacy of proprietary
insecticides and fungicides have continued the field and
laboratory investigations relative to the practical value of a
number of substances in the control of certain insects and
diseases, including pyrethrum powders, , tobacco powders,
and nicotine solutions ; and exhaustive tests and studies to
obtain basic facts to aid in the enforcement of the law were
made of the effect of a large number of chemicals on roaches,
bedbugs, clothes motlis, chicken lice, dog fleas, aphids, and
red spiders.
THE PLANT QUARANTINE ACT.

In relation to domestic quarantines the Plant Quarantine
Act was amended by the last Congress to give broader powers
and to include in addition to plants and plant products, stone
or quarry products, and any other articles which may be
the means of disseminating diseases or insect enemies of
plants.
The further entry of currant and gooseberry plants from
Europe and Asia has been prohibited, these plants being
alternate hosts of white-pine Mister rust. A domestic quarantine has been established in relation to this disease prohibiting the movement of five-leafed pines and currant and
gooseberry plants from the eastern to the western United
States in order to protect the important western pine forests; and New England and New York, as representing the
region in this country most seriously infested with this disease, have been placed under a supplemental quarantine. The
quarantine in relation to oriental corn has been modified to
permit the entry of such corn after sterilization. The restrictions on the entry of potatoes from Canada and Bermuda have been entirely removed. In relation to citrus
canker, the entry of oriental citrus fruit has been prohibited,
with the exception of oranges of the mandarin class, which
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are permitted entry at certain ports under regulation. The
Mediterranean fruit fly quarantine has been modified so as
to extend the list of fruits and other plant products which
may be shipped from Hawaii to the united States,
As a result of the discovery in November, 1916, of the
establishment of the pink bollworm enemy of cotton in
Mexico, the further entry of cotton seed from Mexico was
prohibited and the entry of Mexican cotton lint was brought
under restriction. In addition, the entry of manufactured
cottonseed products from Mexico and other foreign countries wa^^ brought under restriction. Clean-up work was
immediately instituted in relation to all the mills in Texas
which had imported Mexican cotton seed for milling purposes during the year, and a very strict border control of
all railroad freight and other traîne between Mexico and
the United States was established. For the conduct of this
work an additional appropriation of $50,000 was made immediately available in the appropriation act for this department for the fiscal year 1918.
ACTIVITIES OF THE WEATHER BUREAU.
The activities of the Weather Bureau during the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1917, were mainly as follows:
The daily collection of the meteorological observations
representing the United States and the West Indies and the
preparation and distribution of the weather forecasts and
warnings of injurious weather conditions based thereon and
of the daily maps and bulletins containing the data thus obtained; the collection and publication of data representing
the climatology of the United States and the meteorology
of the adjacent oceans; the preparation and distribution of
the daily, weekly, and monthly river, weather, and crop
bulletins; the preparation and issue of the Monthly Weather
Eeview; the continuation of the aerological, seismological,
and solar-radiation investigations, with the publication of results ; the maintenance and care of the various telegraph lines
owned and operated by the bureau and of the other extensive
equipment required for the various observations; the extension and improvement of the weather service in the West
Indies and Caribbean Sea region; and the administrative
and clerical duties required in the maintenance of the per-
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sonnel, thé keeping of the accounts^ and the furnishing of
the necessary supplies»
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES INCIDENT TO THE WAR.

The aerological work of the bureau was extended in the
aid of aeronautics, as contemplated under the special appropriation of $100jOOO in the Army bill, including free air observations at six primary stations to be established in connection with the Aviation Service. One of the principal
forecasters and an assistant, commissioned as major and first
lieutenant, respectively, were sent to France to organize a
weather-forecast service for the benefit of our military operations there, in cooperation with the French Meteorological
Service.
Thie, chief of the aerological work, with an assistant, commissioned as major and first lieutenant respectively, went to
France to i.acilitate the closest possible coordination of the
aerological work of the bureau with that done in the Army.
Trained meteorologists were furnished as commissioned officers in the regiment composing the gas and flame service.
An arrangement was made for the securing of meteorological
observations at and in the vicinity of the military camps,
for use in connection with the health and sanitation service
of the Army. The coordination of the vessel-reporting
service and the forecast service with the Coast Guard and
Coastal Patrol Services of the Navy Department was effected.
In connection with the conservation of food, instructions
were issued to Weather Bureau employees enjoining alertness
in the dissemination of warnings of weather conditions injurious to perishable foods and other products during transportation, and urging the collection of data to be used in
the publication of a bulletin giving advice to shippers of
perishable products as to the precautions to be taken in
connection with shipments during the winter season.
SUMMARY OF WORK OF THE BUREAU OF ANIMAL
INDUSTRY.

As a part of the department's special efforts to increase
and conserve food and other agricultural products to meet
war conditions, the Bureau of Animal Industry has directed
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its energies toward stimulating the production of meat and
dairy and poultry products, suppressing animal diseases,
pointing out the wisest use of available feedstuffs for live
stock, and encouraging the more general raising of farm
animals. Special campaigns were begun to enlarge the production of hogs and poultry, which yield quicker returns
than other animals.
Animal diseases were combated in a more intensive way
than ever before. The greater efforts in eradicating the
southern cattle tick in the summer of 1917 resulted in freeing more territory than in any year since the beginning of
the work. The total area released amounts to 379,312 square
miles, or 52 per cent of the. territory originally infested.
This tick-free territory is now open to successful cattle raising and dairying. The more active work against hog cholera
has been rewarded by a marked decline in the prevalence of
that plague and the placing of hog raising on a relatively
safe basis in sections where heavy losses usually occurred.
Work for the eradication of scabies of sheep and cattle and
dourine of horses was continued and good progress made in
reducing the extent of those diseases. The warfare against
tuberculosis of animals was continued and plans were made
for greatly extending this work through a newly organized
division of the bureau.
Investigations in breeding and feeding live stock were continued, with results useful to the live-stock industry of the
country.
The membership of the boys' and girls' pig clubs reached
21,673, nearly double the number at the beginning of the
year. The girls' and boys' poultry clubs at the end of the
fiscal year had 11,224 members. Of these, 1,987 sent in full
reports, which showed that their total receipts and value of
stock on hand amounted to $39,546.25, with an average profit
of $14.72 for each member reporting.
Work for the development of dairying in the South and
West has led to marked improvement and to the introduction of some good dairy cattle in those regions as well as
to the establishment of a number of creameries and cheese
factories. Cow-testing and bull associations have grown in
numbers and results. There are now 472 active cow-testing
associations composed of 12,088 dairymen owning 216,831
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COWS, while the "active bull associations number 36, with a
membership of 1,158, owning 189 pure-bred bulls. In the older
settled sections of the Eastern and Middle Western States
efforts have been directed toward more efficient operations
for both farm and factory. Cooperation with city health
officers for the improvement of milk supplies has led to better
milk for many cities. A simple steam sterilizer for farm
dairy utensils was devised and demonstrated, and this is
having a marked effect in improving the sanitary quality
of milk.
' The output of meat under Government inspection broke
all previous records. The inspection was conducted at 883
establishments in 253 cities and towns. There were slaughtered under this inspection 63,708,148 animals, and the inspection also covered 7,663,633,957 pounds of meat and meat
food. products, derived from the inspected and passed carcasses and later reinspected during canning, curing, and
other processes. Condemnations amounted to 271,732 animals or carcasses, 781,307 parts, and 19,857,270 pounds of
the reinspected products. Nearly 2,000,000,000 pounds of
meat and meat food products were certified for export, and
over 29,000,000 pounds of imported meat products were
inspected.
In the inspection and quarantine service for preventing the
introduction of contagious diseases with imported animals
there were inspected 580,855 imported animals, of which
6,552 were quarantined. Live animals to the number of
354,991 were inspected for export.
The scientific investigation of diseases and parasites of
live stock was continued both in the laboratories and in the
field. Some of the diseases which have been made subjects
of special study are contagious abortion, anthrax, vesicular
stomatitis, and hog cholera. The study of internal parasites
of sheep has yielded information useful in preventing losses
from that cause.
SUMMARY OF WORK OF THE BUREAU OF PLANT
INDUSTRY.
In cooperation with all National and State agencies available, a campaign has been inaugurated to secure a planting
of wheat sufficiently extensive to supply our domestic and
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export needs of the coming year. Eecent estimates indicate
that this combined effort will be successful only by a material expansion of the acreage planted in spring wheat. A
large number of special agents have worked in the principal
winter-wheat districts during seeding time, endeavoring to
extend the acreage, to increase the utilization of the best
standard varieties of wheat, and to bring about a more general treatment of seed to prevent wheat smut. A vigorous
campaign has been under way for the eradication, by treatDL\mt with formalin, of the stinking smut of wheat, covered
smut.of barley, oat smut, and stem smut of rye. This V^ork
has b.een conducted in cooperation with the county agents in
tli^ several States wherç cereal production is important. It
is certaiçL that this work wiU m^t^rially decrease these diseases during the coming year and therefore both improve the
quality of the grain and also increase the yield. The work
of the year also shows that the stripe disease of barley can
bç.almost completely prevented by seed treatment. The field
studies, especially in the spring-wheat areas of the country,
during the past year have shown that the common barberry
plant is largely responsible for the severe epidemics of black
rust or stem rust of wheat, and in order to safeguard the
wheat production of these areas it will be necessary to completely eradicate the native barberry plant from this entire
region. A new bacterial disease of wheat causing moderate
although widespread damage during the past year has been
carefully studied. Owing to the fact that the bacteria
attack not only the leaves and stems but also the head of
the growing wheat, the danger of the spread of the disease
through infected seed is great. Plump wheat kernels do not
contain bacteria and the disease can be largely prevented if
the shriveled kernels are carefully screened out from wheat
to be used for seed. The study of the best methods for the
production and improvement of cereal crops has been actively continued. The development and distribution of the
Kherson oats, which outyields other varieties by about 4
bushels to the acre, and the Trebi variety of barley, which
is the best variety of barley for the irrigated regions of the
Great Basin, are other striking achievements.
Work has been started in cooperation with the Philippine
bureau of agriculture in Manila to encourage an increased
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production of the Philippine fiber suitable for binder twine.
Fiber-cleaning machines were introduced to demonstrate
methods for the production of better fiber than the retted
Manila maguey, cleaned heretofore be retting in salt water.
Sisal production in Porto Eico has also been developed.
Under the stimulus of continued high prices, cotton farming is extending rapidly in many of the irrigated valleys of
the Southwest beyond the supposed limits of the cotton belt
where the possibility of developing a new cotton industry
has been clearly demonstrated in recent years by the work
of this bureau. The area under Egyptian cotton in the Salt
Éiver Valley in Arizona is now approximately 35,000 acres,
where in 1912 only a few acres were planted as experiments
in cooperation with farmers. This season experiments carried on by the bureau in other valleys of the Southwest have
shown that the growing of Egyptian cotton might easily be
extended 200,000 acres or more. The single-stalk system of
controlling the branching habits of the cotton plant has made
possible another special method of culture for irrigated districts. The rows are planted in pairs, one on each side of a
large furrow. Irrigation is confined to the furrows, which
are separated by broader ridges that remain as a permanent
mulch' of dry soil. The water is applied more effectively,
germination and growth of the young plants are more uniform, and less labor is required for cultivation and the
control of weeds.
Previous to the war in Europe there was practically no
sugar-beet seed produced commercially in this country. This
bureau, in cooperation with the beet-sugar companies and
with the beet-seed companies, has succeeded in building up
the commercial production of sugar-beet seed, and this work
will produce about 25 per cent of the annual planting requirement of the sugar-beet growers. The industry is
rapidly increasing and the indications are that the production of sugar-beet seed will be nearly doubled in the year
1918, producing at least one-third of the quantity required
for the following season's planting.
Early maturing varieties of velvet beans developed by the
bureau have made possible the extension of this crop over
a much larger area than has heretofore been considered
adapted to this plant. As a result of this work, velvet beans
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were so commonly grown this year and so abundant. that
mills have been established to grind the beans in pods for
concentrated stock feed.
The seed-testing work, comprising the determination of
purity and vitality of samples submitted by seed firms and
by farmers, has been continued, approximately the same
number of samples being tested as in the previous year.
Of the seed subject to the Seed Importation Act, 1,817,000
pounds were prohibited entry into this country and 26,519,000
were permitted entry either in the original condition or after
recleaning in bond.
Practical measures of control have been worked out for
many truck-crop diseases, notably those of the potato, cucumber, and watermelon. In Wisconsin and in the Burley
section of Kentucky types of tobacco have been developed
which are highly resistant to root rot, a disease causing heavy
loss to growers every year, and in North Carolina it has been
demonstrated that the tobacco wilt can be effectively controlled by systematic rotation of crops and keeping down
certain weeds. The germ causing the bacterial wilt of cucumber has been found to be carried over winter in the
bodies of certain striped cucumber beetles.
Marty improvements in orchard spraying have been developed ; for example, it has been found that apple bitter rot
and blotch can be successfully checked by late summer spraying, and continued spraying schedules for the apple and
peach have been perfected for various sections.
Encouraging progress has been made in the eradication of
the citrus canker disease of orange, grapefruit, lemon, and
lime trees. Many localities formerly infected have been free
of the disease for many months, and are officially reported as
free of canker. In the regions not yet cleaned, vigorous
work, in cooperation with State officials, will be continued to
eradicate infections and prevent further spread of the disease. An important result of the citrus-breeding work has
been the discovery of the decided canker resistance of the
Japanese and other Asiatic pomelos and certain new hybrids
originated by the bureau.
In cooperation with States in which five-leaved white
pines occur, a campaign for the location of all cases of whitepine blister rust has been inaugurated in order that the
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eradication or control of the disease where found may be
attempted. The information obtained indicates that the
western forests are free of the disease and with the existing
quarantine restrictions are unlikely to be infected. The infections from the Mississippi River to the Hudson River
are more or less scattering in character and show promise
of being eradicated at an early date. East of the Hudson
River in many regions the blister rust is so widely disseminated that its complete eradication does not appear
practicable, but tests of the feasibility of control measures
sufficient to insure the continuation of lumbering operations
have been inaugurated.
Special stress has been placed upon the making of home
vegetable gardens, the production and storage of sweet potatoes, and the growing of staple canning crops to contribute to
the extraordinary needs of the country during the present
crisis. The peanut work has been decidedly enlarged and
greatly extended, and special emphasis was placed upon the
harvesting and curing of the crop and upon the manufacture
of edible oil from the peanut. The Irish potato work has
received earnest consideration from the point of maintaining production under very adverse conditions, particularly
as regards seed supply available for the crop of 1917. Before and at the time of harvesting the crop of 1917 special
emphasis was placed upon the importance of husbanding the
crop through provision of proper storage houses in order to
prevent loss through lack of transportation facilities or from
inadequate protection. At this time also special efforts were
made to determine fields true to variety and free from dis. ease, the product of which would be suitable for seed purposes. Much was accomplished in this line, and the largest
crop of potatoes ever produced has been harvested and
stored.
Field representatives stationed upon the Grovernment
reclamation projects worked in direct cooperation with the
settlers in the development of local agricultural industries
and in the formation and development of farmers' cooperative organizations. This year such work was under way upon
the following reclamation projects: North Platte, TruckeeCarson, Minidoka, Tieton, Shoshone, Huntley, Uncompahgre,
Boise, and TJmatilla.
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ThQ.results of the systematic investigations that have been
conducted in the Great Plains during the past 10 years provide information from which it is now possible to direct the
agricultural developments in this region along the safest
and most fruitful lines. It has been shown that some crops
can; not be profitably produced in certain portions of the
plains by any method of culture; some soils also do not respond to differences in tillage methods. No method of cultivation has proved its ability to overcome the extremely unfavorable climatic conditions that occasionally occur. Small
grains are best adapted to the northern, and sorghum crops
to the southern portion of the plains, and the production of
live stock is essential for the best development.
During the year there were distributed on congressional
and miscellaneous requests 12,170,4:48 packages of vegetable
seed and 3,812,467 packages of flower seed, or a total of 15,982,915 pa.ckages, each containing five packets of different
kinds of seed. There were also distributed 12,735 packages
of lawn-grass seed, 650 packets of tobacco seed, and 11,159
boxes of imported narcissus and tulip bulbs. The seeds and
bulbs were purchased on competitive bids as heretofore and
each lot of seed was thoroughly tested for purity and viability before acceptance for distribution by the department, andtests of each lot of seed were conducted on the department's
trial grounds to determine trueness to type. Approximately
85 per cent of the seed was secured from " surplus " stocks,
the remainder being grown for the department under contract. The contract of last year for packeting, assembling,
and mailing vegetable and flower seed was continued in
effect, the price being 94| cents per 1,000 packets, which included hauling to the city post office or to the mail cars on
track. There were also distributed during the year 244,463
packages of new and rare field seeds, including 90,067 packages of cotton seed. This distribution enables the farmers
to secure seed of new and improved crops in sufficient quantities to produce stocks for future seeding, the general effect
of which is very gradually to improve the crops of the
country.
^ FOREST SERVICE ACTIVITIES.

The usual activities of the Forest Service, were materially
affected by the entrance of the United States into the war.
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The field force of the service assisted in the protection of
public works and transportation lines in the National Forest
regions, and in the gathering of military reconnaissance information valuable to the War Department. The number
of live stock permitted to graze on the National Forests was
increased up to the limit of safety for the range. Crop production in and near the forests was stimulated wherever possible. At the request of the War Department the service assisted in raising a- regiment of skilled woodsmen and millmen, officered by trained foresters and men experienced in
the lumber industry, for woods service in France. A number
of membei-s of the Forest Service have been commissioned
by the War Department in connection with forest work in
France and with other activities relating to the national defense.
The net area of the National Forests, or, in other words,
the area actually owned by the public, was reduced during
the year by 253,661 acres, making the total net area 155,166,619 acres on June 30, 1917. Owing to the consolidation
in several cases of two or more forests into one, the number
of National Forests at the close of the fiscal year was 147, as
against 152 on July 1, 1916.
Receipts from the National Forests touched a new high
level in the year, when they reached a total of $3,457,028.41,
an increase over the previous year of $633,487.70. The chief
increases were in receipts from timber sales, with a total of
$1,692,520.21, and in those^ from grazing, with a total of
$1,549,794.76, The total amount of timber cut from the
National Forests in 1917 was 840,615,000 board feet, as
against 714,505,000 board feet in 1916, while the amount of
timber sold (mostly to be cut later) was more than double
that in 1916. An increase of 25 per cent in the charge for
grazing permits was made in the spring of 1917 in order that
the charge may more nearly represent the actual value of
the grazing privilege.
In the calendar year 1916, which includes one-half of the
fiscal year, the National Forests protective force fought 5,665
fires, 5,405 of which were extinguished before $100 damage
was done. The total damage chargeable to all the fires was
only $198,599, as against $353,389 in 1915. Seven thousand

•
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Jour hundred and ninety acres in the National Forests were
planted to young trees during the fiscal year.
The year brought a greater demand than ever for permits
to graze live stock in the National Forests. On the ranges
were 7,586,034 sheep, 1,953,198 cattle, 98,880 horses, 49,939
"goats, and 2,306 swine.
New permits put in force for the operation of power plants
and power-transmission lines in the National Forests brought
the total minimum discharge capacity of plants operating
uuder permit up to 570,959 horsepower. A recent decision
of the United States Supreme Court in the case of a Utah
power company fully upholds the right of the Secretary of
Agriculture to regulate water-power development on National Forest lands.
Permanent improvements constructed in the National Forests during the year included 130 miles of road, 1,153^ miles
of trail, and 1,414 miles of telephone line. Preliminary work
3vas begun under section 8 of the Federal Aid Eoad Act,
which appropriates $1,000,000 a year for 10 years for roads in
or partly within National Forests, built in cooperation with
the States or counties concerned.
On recommendation of the Forest Service, the National
Forest Eeservation Commission approved for purchase during the year, under the terms, of the Weeks law, 175,463
acres in the Southern Appalachian and White Mountains for
new National Forests. This brings the total amount of land
approved for purchase in the two regions up to 1,455,563
acres.
Cooperation, in the form of a money allotment used chiefly
for the hire of men to patrol the woods, was given 21 States
in protecting the forested watersheds of navigable streams.
The total allotment amounted to $100,000, and the cooperating States contributed a total of $434,667 more toward the
;work.
Investigative work on the National Forests brought some
important results affecting range management. On high
mountain lands it was found that erosion and decrease in soil
fertility following range depletion materially lengthens the
period necessary for revegetation. Another study brought
out the hitherto unrecognized importance of erosion in its
<^arl_ier.and less severe stages, and of leaching, as a cause of
29190'—YKB 19017—^6
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range deterioration through the loss of soil fertility. A
study of methods of handling cattle made at the Jornada
Bange Eeserve demonstrated the importance of proper care
and supplemental feed in saving the calf crop.
Investigative work outside the National Forests covered
a broad field. A summary of the study of the lumber industry was published. Studies to aid the farmer in marketing the products of his woodland were completed for Georgia,
South Carolina, and Maine. An economic survey of farm
woodlands in the eastern United States, in cooperation with
the Office of Farm Management, was practically completed.
At the Forest Products Laboratory investigative projects
progressed to the stage of commercial demonstrations in the
use of waste hemlock bark for roofing and for various paper
products; in the treatment of timber to prevent sap stain;
in the kiln drying of southern pine ; and in the production
of ethyl alcohol from wood waste. Over 500 tests were made
upon Sitka spruce, white oak, and yellow birch to determine
the influence of drying and steaming on strength, with particular reference to use in airplanes. In the course of kilndrying tests methods were perfected by which many species
of wood can be dried in a much shorter time than is now
required, and with less loss of material. Work was largely
completed on spruce and ash for airplanes, the problem
being to dry the material artificially in the minimum time
without loss of strength and toughness as compared with
air-dried stock.

SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.
WORK DONE IN CONNECTION WITH THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE
FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

The enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act constitutes
the largest part of the work of the Bureau of Chemistry.
The disposition of the foodstuff and drug industries to cooperate with the bureau continues to grow, with a resulting
improvement in the quality of their products and the elimination of spoilage and wastes.
Special attention has been given to shipments of polluted
or spoiled food. The canning of decomposed navy beans has
been suppressed. The interstate shipment of oysters from
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polluted waters and the practice of adulterating oysters and
scallops with water have been almost entirely checked. Cooperation with the State officials in improving the o^gg and
milk supply has continued, with most satisfactory results.
Action has been taken against the shipment of worthless
citrus fruit, evaporated apples, and canned tomatoes adulterated with water, and mixtures of cider vinegar with distilled vinegar or dilute acetic acid simulating genuine cider
vinegar.
Much educational work has been done to secure a strict
compliance with the requirements of tlie net-weight amendment, nnd a number of prosecutions for violating the amendment have been brought with success. Work has been in
progress to establish tolerances in filling packages of tea,
coffee, cocoa, spices, and similar free-flowing materials.
With the aid of State officials, the inspection of low-protein
meal and cake made from delinted cotton seed, reported last
year, was repeated and extended to the Pacific coast.
The chief contribution of the Food and Drugs Act to the
safeguarding of the people's health has been its effect upon
the drug and patent-medicine industry; upon the control
of the traffic in polluted, decomposed, or filthy foods; and
upon the elimination from foodstuffs of contamination with
poisons such as lead and arsenic entering the product through
the use of impure reagents in the process of manufacture,
ot of utensils made from improper materials.
RESEARCH ON FOOD AND DRUG MATERIALS.

Studies upon the effect of fertilizing wheat with nitrates
and potash at different stages of growth have demonstrated
that nitrates applied when the wheat is beginning to head
affect the composition of the wheat, but not the yield, while
application when the plant is 3 or 4 inches high affects the
yield, but not the composition.
The results of the study of the proteins of the peanut have
been published, and, in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry, it has been shown that peanut meal is a valuable feed for dairy cows. The chemical and physical properties of the different parts of the kafir kernel have been
studied.
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A bulletin on the by-products of rice mills has been published, and an investigation on the pearling of barley and
the use of barley as food has been conducted.
The changes in chemical composition which occur in the
ripening of olives, oranges, grapefruit, and cantaloupes have
been investigated. The relation between the properties of
tomato products and the quality of the raw material from
Avhich they are made has been studied.
Further work has been done upon the preparation of cane
and sorghum sirups, and upon the isolation and preparation
of new" sugars from various sources. The pollution of
oysters, methods of self-purification, and the general sanitary handling of oysters have been studied.
CONSERVATION OF FOODSTUFFS.

Experiments were conducted to demonstrate that wheat is
not necessary in fleshening poultry. An economical ration
which wdll cause chickens to gain over 35 per cent of their
initial weight in 14 days has been found.
A bulletin on fish meal and one on the handling, transportation, and uses of shrimp has been published. A bulletin
on the methods of preserving fish by freezing has been
finished.
Work on potato silage as cattle food has been continued.
Studies on the fermentation of sauerkraut have been extended to the household preservation of corn, beets, and
string beans, using vinegar or soured corn meal as a starter.
Progress in improving the methods of drying apricots
and peaches has been made. It will soon be possible to conduct the drying of potatoes and the manufacture of starch
from potatoes on a commercial scale large enough to de-t
termine the question of costs.
WORK RELATING TO THE WAR EMERGENCY.

Specifications for food products to be used in the Army
and Navy have been prepared, and products offered to the
military establishments have been analyzed and investigated.
Chemical experiments relating to other supplies are under
way.
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A new method of manufacturing phthalic anhydrid, of
great value in the manufacture of dyes, has been devised, and
one for the production of chlorin substances is now being
tried out on a large scale. The utilization in the manufacture of dyes of a number of products, which are either
waste products of agriculture or products of agricultural
origin obtainable in large quantities, has been investigated.
A new and accurate method for the separation and identification of oil-soluble colors in food products has been
devised.
BUREAU OF SOILS.
son.

SUKVEY.

The Bureau of Soils mapped and classified the soils in 81
areas of a total extent of 4G,407 square miles, classified the
land in 35 National Forest projects, and studied the soil conditions in seven miscellaneous projects.
FERTILIZER INVESTIGAITONS,

At the Arlington Farm factory-scale experiments on the
fixaticm of atmospheric nitrogen and kindred problems and
on the production of phosphoric acid by a new process were
successfully prosecuted. The work on nitrogen was done in
cooperation with the Ordnance Bureau of the War Department. The feasibility of cheapening the cost of production
of sulphuric acid was also demonstrated.
The work on potash has consisted mainly in a suiwey of
the cement industry of this country and Canada, with a view
to determine the amount of potash recoverable as a byproduct, and in the kelp work on the Pacific coast.
The results of the survey show that with the installation
of proper equipment and with certain slight changes in the
process of cement manufacture it will be possible to produce
100,000 tons of potash annually in cement mills, nearly all of
which is now wasted. This represents nearly one-half the
normal domestic consumption. The factory for experimental
work in the production of potash from kelp was erected and
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equipped so far that of the money appropriated for the purpose sufficient funds remained for operative expenses during
the ensuing year. The factory will begin operations as soon
as the condition of the kelp beds warrants.
CHElNriCAL AND

PHYSICAL LABORATORIES.

The chemical laboratories, in addition to routine analytical
work, continued research work on the problems of liming
and on the inorganic constituents of soils. The efforts of
the physical laboratory have been largely absorbed in solving the physical problems connected with the fertilizer investigations at Arlington Farm, but time has been found to
continue research work on soil erosion, on the movement of
Avater in soils, and on the colloidal (condition of clay soils.
Systematic SüKW of the physical properties of the important
soil types of the country is also being prosecuted.
THE MORE IMPORTANT CONSTRUCTIVE DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE WORK OF THE BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY DURING THE FISCAL YEAR 1917.

As a primary requisite to the most effective work under
war conditions would be an extremely accurate knowledge
of the exact conditions relative to the increase of injurious
insects, and especially those threatening staple crops, over
the whole productive area of the United States, the Bureau
of Entomology, coincident with the declaration of war, and
before the growing season, made arrangements with all of
its field agents, with all of the State entomologists, with
the professors of entomology in the agricultural colleges,
and with all other prominent entomologists within the^ area
of the United States, to begin a system of prompt reporting
of prospective insect damage and of the increase from day
to day of injurious species. This service was extended,
with the cooperation of the men in charge of the Forest
Service, the Bureau of Animal Industry, the Weather Bureau, the Bureau of Plant Industry, and of the Demonstration Service, to the field corps of all of these branches of
the department. Reports as received were digested, formulated, and published as a series of emergency circulars,
which were sent to all of the State and station entomologists
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and to every one in position to help by practical work. The
first of this series of emergency circulars was issued on May
I5 and subsequent issues have been distributed on the first of
each succeeding month.
The second line of emergency work was the perfection of
plans for a large amount of practical instruction in insectcontrol methods and for the suppression of insect outbreaks,
as authorized by the Emergency Food Production Act. These
plans have been made in cooperation with the States Relations Service of the Department of Agriculture and the
extension divisions of the various States. Specialists of the*
Bureau of Entomology hiave been sent to the various States
where their knowledge of species and their training arid experience in field conditions make them most useful. They
have given lectures and demonstrations in the most improved
methods of insect control to groups of farmers, stockmen,
fruit growers, and others. The work planned covers eifectively such important fields in economic entomology as
insects injurious to cereal and forage crops; insects injurious
to stored products in granaries, mills, and warehouses; insects attacking truck and garden crops; insects injurious to
orchard fruits, citrus fruits, cotton, rice, sugar cane, and
domestic animals. Numerous emergency publications have
been prepared, as farmers' bulletins, posters, charts, etc., relative to injurious insects.
The shortage in sugar has made it highly desirable that
honey production be increased as rapidly as possible. Therefore, a vigorous campaign was instituted to stimulate beekeepers to increased honey production. In cooperation with
the States Relations Service, circulars were sent to every
county agent in the country for distribution, letters were
mailed to individual beekeepers, and the effort has met with
an enthusiastic response. At the request of the bureau, a
honey market news service has been begun by the Bureau
of Markets.
The bureau has placed at the disposal of the Medical Corps
of the Army its men trained in medical entomology and all
of the information in its possession which the Army may
need in connection with its important work in regard to
camp sanitation.
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This comprises about all of the work undertaken by the
bureau after and because of the entrance of the United States
into the war. Yet, with regard to the other work of the
bureau, not so directly called forth by the war emergency,
but which nevertheless has a distinct bearing on war conditions, the following should be stated. ^
As the result of the work of the past two years, and especially as the result of extended field experimentation in
Louisiana and Mississippi, it appears that important results
in the use of certain arsenicals applied in a certain way
against the cotton boll weevil may be secured.
Important contributions were made to our knowledge of
the screw-worm and the nose bot, which are very important
pests of domestic animals.
Extensive experiments in northern Ohio against the grape
berrymoth established conclusively the efficacy of two early
sprayings of arsenate of lead a-pplied by the "trailer"
method—that is, by hand, with short leads of hose from the
spraying outfit. Heretofore vineyardists have found it necessary to make applications of poisons so late in the season
that the fruit at picking time was coated with the spray to
an extent that greatly reduced its value.
Effective control measures have been developed for many
of the insect enemies of the pecan, and distinct advance has
been made in the control of the codling moth by the development of an automatic band trap placed around the trunk of
the tree.
Notable progress has been made in the development of
calcium arsenate, a substitute for arsenate of lead. This
product may be readily and cheaply made at home. It has
been'taken up by manufacturers also, and is rapidly being
adopted by orchardists on account of the economy in its uso
as compared with other arsenical insecticides.
The beetles that were killing timber in the yellow and
sugar pine areas of the Yosemite National Park have been
almost completely eliminated. The methods recommended
by the bureau, as the result of long experimentation, to prevent losses by white ants, are being adopted, so that American manufacturers can now compete for foreign trade. The
methods developed by the bureau, applied to stored shipbuilding lumber and the large Army and Navy stores of
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handles, tent-poles, wheelbarrows, cars, and other hardwood
articles are preventing damage by powder-post beetles,
which is often extremely serious. In previous wars, large
Army sufjplies accumulated and held for some time have
been found practically ruined by these insects.
With regard to insects affecting truck crops, the principal
accomplishments of the year have been the discovery of the
place of hibernation of the striped cucumber beetle, a successful study of the sweet potato weevil, and the completion
of a comprehensive work on the potato tuber moth.
It has been shown that the reason why the Angoumois
grain moth has been so injurious to stored wheat in Pennsylvania is because of a wrong system of storage in tightly built
barns and a thrashing at any time convenient to the owner.
Early thrashing, with an entirely changed method of storing,
the employment of fumigants, and clean methods will lessen
the damage enormously. Nearly a dozen species of weevils
affecting stored beans, peas, cowpeas,' and other edible
legumes have been studied, and new facts have been learned
in regard to their life histories and the effect of cold as a
remedy. Observations were made on the successful heating
of a flour mill in Kansas to destroy the Mediterranean flour
moth.
As late in the fiscal year an extensive flight of May beetles
threatened the Northern States with a severe infestation of
white grubs, an illustrated poster giving the most up-to-date
control measures for the pest, based upon intensive investigations carried on during the previous three years, was distributed throughout the threatened region.
Special intensive investigations'of the Hessian fly were
begun in Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri, in cooperation with State experts. This is the beginning of a
large experimental research which will probably continue
for several years. The great general outbreak of the Hessian
fly has abated very perceptibly, excepting in eastern Kansas,
where serious infestation of the 1917 crop threatens severe
injury to the winter-wheat crop of 1918. Energetic steps
have been taken to induce the wheat growers to plow down
their 1917 stubble, to plant their wheat at the fly-free date,
and to undertake other preventive measures.
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It has been discovered that the Argentine ant, now widely
4istributed in the citrus region of that State, is largely responsible for the severity of infestation by various scale insects of California citrus trees, chiefly by deterring the helpful action of parasitic or beneficial insects. Several effective
means of controlling the ants or preventing their access to
citrus trees have been devised.
Means of preventing much of the loss hitherto occasioned
by insects to plants grown in greenhouses have been worked
out, and this information is now available.
Extension work in bee culture was carried on, in connection with the Office of Extension Work South, in several
States. Work on the wintering of bees has been continued,
chiefly in testing various methods of packing for colonies
wintered indoors, indicating that colonies heavily packed
\yill produce this year an average crop of more than 50
pounds, and possibly 100 pounds, greater than those insufficiently packed.
The most important new results of the work on the gipsy
jgaoth and the brown-tail moth have been the adoption of a
now niethod of banding trees and the development of a treebanding material prepared by the bureau in cooperation with
the Bureau of Chemistry, resulting in a decrease in the cost ;
an increased effectiveness of the parasites imported from
Eurqpe and Japan and established in the infested regions
jp^ New England ; new discoveries concerning the wilt disease
of the gipsy moth; and the finding of a new caterpillar disease of this insect.
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.

The work of the Bureau of Biological Survey relates to
the control and conservation of wild birds and mammals
and the investigation of their life histories and relation to
agriculture.
ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS»

• Efforts have been directed primarily against predatory
animals and noxious rodents. Great saving of live stock
has been effected through the destruction of more than 100,000 predatory animals, about 75,000 of them through poison-
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ing campaigns. The epidemic of rabies which has endangered western live stock as well as human life has been reduced to sporadic outbreaks. Campaigns against ground
squirrels, prairie-dogs, and jack rabbits in the West have
saved vast quantities of hay, forage, and grain crops. Efforts have been continued against pocket gophers, field mice,
and moles, and initial steps have been taken for a nation-wide
campaign against house rats and mice. Experiments in the
domestication of native fur-bearing animals have developed
information of great value to the fur-producing industry.
Special attention to instance's of damage by birds to crops
has demonstrated that certain birds are too abundant in some
localities for the best interests of agriculture. Damages to
fruits in Arizona and to rice in Louisiana were investigated
and such remedies applied as were possible under existing
'law. Field investigations of the European starling were
made and a report partially completed. Alkaline poisoning
was found to be the cause of a sickness among wild ducks
about Great Salt Lake. Studies on the attraction and protection of birds and methods of increasing the food supply
of wild ducks resulted in the publication of two bulletins
and the preparation of five others.
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

To ascertain the conditions most favorable for species useful to the farmer, additional data have been assembled on
the distribution, abundance, and habits of birds and mammals', including reports from about 50 voluntary observers
on migration and on enumerations of birds nesting on certain areas. Field work on biological surveys was conducted
in several States and investigations were made of the breeding areas and wintering grounds of migratory wild fowl.
Eeports on these projects, as well as technical revisions of
several genera of mammals, are in various stages of completeness.
MAMMAL AND BIRD RESERVATIONS.

Five national mammal and 69 national bird reservations
are administered in order to maintain wild life in the proper
ratio to safeguard agricultural and recreational interests.
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The feeding of the elk at the winter refuge in Wyoming
greatly reduced the losses of these animals. Those which
now occur are due chiefly to lack of food before reaching the
refüge, the killing of cows with unweaned calves, and illegal
slaughter by tusk hunters. Elk were transferred from Yellowstone Park to widely separated forests and preserves.
INITCRSTATE COMMERCE IN GAME.

Activities of officials are each year reducing the number of
violations of the act regulating interstate commerce in game.
The war's interference with exportations of mammals and
birds from Europe has compelled importers to look to South
America and the Orient. Only about a fourth as many
canaries were entered as last year, only 6 per cent of the
number of pheasants as in 1912, and no European partridges.
Importations of quail from Mexico increased fourfold over
1916. Losses from quail disease during quarantine at the
border were comparatively few, but were heavy from other
causes after the birds reached their destinations.
MIGRATORY-BIRD LAW.

Violations of the migratory-bird regulations in 805 cases
are withheld from prosecution pending decision of the Supreme Court on the constitutionality of the law. Widespread
observance, however, has resulted in a greater protection for
insectivorous birds, a marked increase of waterfowl and
shorebirds, and the coming of thousands of these birds to
localities where they had not nested for years.
BUREAU OF CROP ESTIMATES.
The Bureau of Crop Estimates prepares the Government
crop reports, which are issued monthly and relate to estimates of acreages planted, growing condition, yield per acre,
total production, numbers, prices, and value of about 70
different crops and classes of live stock in the United States.
For collecting data in the field the bureau maintains a
trained field agent in each State, crop specialists for cotton,
tobacco, rice, truck, and fruit crops; and approximately
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175,000 voluntary crop reporters, mostly farmers, one in each
agricultural township, one or more in every county, and large
numbers wh,o report upon special crops or classes of live
stock. All of these report monthly directly to the bureau,
where the reports are tabulated and averaged separately for
each class, crop, and State.
The bureau also utilizes all other sources of information
on crop conditions.
The estimates for each crop and State are made by the
Crop Eeporting Board, which is composed of the principal
administrative oiTicials of the bureau and one or more field
agents. Every step in the preparation and issuance of the
crop reports is properly safeguarded, and all employees of
the Department of Agriculture are prohibited by law, under
penalty of a fine of $10,000, or imprisonment for ten years,
or both, from giving out advance information, or from speculating in any product of the soil, or from compiling or issuing any false statistics relating to crops.
The accuracy of the crop reports is indicated by the fact
that for the last five years the December estimates of the
cotton crop have come within less than 1 per cent of the
total ginnings as reported in the following March by the
Bureau of the Census, and for the last two years the estimates have come within less than one-half of 1 per cent of
the total ginnings.
The monthly crop reports enable farmers to plant and
market their crops intelligently, transportation companies to
provide cars to move the crops after harvest, bankers to provide funds for financing crop production and marketing,
and manufacturers to estimate in advance the probable needs
of farmers for implements, fertilizers, and other supplies.
The Government crop reports also benefit farmers and consumers alike in that they tend to stabilize prices and prevent
the issuance of erroneous and misleading crop reports by
private speculators.
The organization and facilities of the Bureau of Crop Estimates have been utilized ' freely since the entrance of the
United States into the war to estimate stocks of food and
feed on farms, surpluses available for export, and the needs
of allied and neutral countries in Europe. These estimates
were an important factor in formulating the department's
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program for increased food production and conservation in
1917 and 1918.
STATES RELATIONS SERVICE.
The States Relations Service represented the Secretary of
Agriculture in his relations with the State agricultural colleges and experiment stations under the acts of Congress
granting funds in support of the stations and of cooperative
extension work in agriculture and home economics; conducted investigations relating to agricultural schools, farmers' institutes, and home economics ; and supervised the work
of the agricultural experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii,
Portç Rico, and Guam. Its usual work was, however, modified and extended for the special purpose of coordinating the
activities of the various agencies with which it cooperates
. and maintains administrative and advisory relations in a
united effort to meet more effectively the conditions created
by the war, more particularly in promoting food production
and conservation.
^ The work and expenditures of each of the State experijnent stations were examined and reported upon by a representative of the service, and various questions of general
policy and future development of the stations were considered. Research projects, especially those under the Adams
fund, received careful scrutiny and constructive criticism.
As a whole the projects under this fund, as well as other
work: of the stations, are steadily becoming more thorough
and more competent to yield definite answers to specific agiicultural problems. Working in connection with the agriculture committee of the National Research Council, the
service aided in enlisting a large number of the experiment
stations in studies of various practical emergency questions.
The experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, and
Guam maintained the more important of their usual lines of
work, but concentrated their efforts on increasing the local
production of food supplies.
In the development of the cooperative extension work
progress was made In the more exact determination of the
scope and limitations of the work and relationships imposed
by the Cooperative Extension Act and related Federal and
Statß legislation, and a more complete and satisfactory un-
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der^tanding of mutual privileges and obligations involved
in cooperative enterprises was arrived at both with State institutions and. organizations and with bureaus of the department. An added impetus was given to the already wellestablished policy of promoting local organizations to aid
the county-agent and home-demonstration work. Extension
workers conducted suqcessful campaigns for increasing the
acre^ige and yield of staple food crops, encouraging home
gardening, promoting various forms of household thrift,
especially canning and other means of preserving perishable
foods, increasing the production of foodstuffs in the South
without injury to cotton growing, securing an adequate supply of suitable containers for canning, and aiding farmers
to.secure labor, labor-saving machinery (tractors), seeds, and
fertilizers.
Studies of the digestibility of cereal foods, fats, and oils,
and of methods of cleaning textiles, were continued. The
' general campaign for food conservation was aided especially
by supplying information in the form of brief popular buliQtins, leaflets, and press articles regarding the rational and
economical use of foods. A dietary survey of selected families in different parts of the United States was undertaken
as a part of a general survey of the food resources of the
country. Studies of various emergency and service rations
were made in cooperation witK or at the request of other
departments of the Government.
Studies of the methods and subject-matter of instruction
in agriculture, especially in secondary and elementary rural
schools, with a view to improving such instruction and making it more practically useful, were continued as heretofore.
Information regarding farmers' institute work was collected,
tabulated, and published as usual. The collection of illustrative material for use in visual instruction was enlarged
and improved.
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS AND RURAL ENGINEËRÏIÎG.
bThis office* began the administration of the Federal Aid
Road act, by which the Government appropriated $75,000,000
to be expended in the construction of post roads in connection
with an equal amount to be provided by the States, and $10,-
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000,000 to be expended in forest road improvement, by a reorganization which included the establishment of 10 districts.* As a result of the Federal act, all States now have
adequate legislation to enable them to participate in the appropriation. Forty States submitted 143 projects, involving
a total approximate length of 1,730 miles. One hundred and
thirty-nine of these projects, aggregating 1,182 miles, have
been approved, involving the expenditure of $3,455,573.76 of
Federal iunds; 34 projects, 197.74 miles in length, involving
$990,684 in Federal funds and $2,225,944.74 total of all funds,
have been completed, are under construction, or are ready
for construction.
On National Forest roads there have been 1,245 miles of
reconnaissance surveys, 202 miles location surveys, 652 miles
preliminary investigations, 119 miles maintenance work, and
37 miles construction. The Kamas-Stockmore project, 38
miles long, extending from Kamas, Summit County, to
Stockmore and Hanna, Duchesne County, Utah, is one of
the projects completed. The Questa-Elizabethtown, in Carson National Forest, New Mexico, the Blewett Pass in
Washington, and the Eabbit Ears Road in Colorado, also
w^ere completed.
The following experimental roads were completed : A bituïninous gravel concrete road 4f miles long between Alexandria and Gum Spring, Fairfax County, Va., and a surf acetreated gravel road, about 2 miles, from Gum Spring to
Mount Vernon, in the same county. Construction of the
top-soil road through Chapa:wamsic Swamp, in Prince William County, Va., was nearing completion at the end- of the
fiscal year.
Two more of the post-road projects, 14 of which had been
constructed, were completed—^the Licking and Muskingum
Counties, Ohio, 24 miles, and the McDowell County, N. C,
13.3 miles. The last of these roads, at Dubuque, Iowa, 19.2
miles, was nearing completion at the close of the fiscal year.
This Office continued educational work in supervising and
constructing object-lesson roads, making surveys, and preparing plans of roads to serve as models for Tiighway officials, planning model county highway systems, cooperating
in improvement of national park and forest roads, collecting
and disseminating information pertaining to road building
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and maintenance, giving maintenance object lessons, advising in bridge work, furnishing engineers to supervise construction of object-lesson roads in the various States, making surveys, and preparing plans in a number of States.
The office published in a series of five bulletins the results
of the 1914 census relating to mileage of improved and unimproved roads, taxation, revenues, and bond issues; published data relating to State highway mileage and expenditures, to automobile registration, and to the disposition of
i-evenues derived therefrom ; collected data in aboutlOO counties and townships to ascertain cost of operation, procedure
in construction, types of road, character of materials used,
systems, and methods of maintenance, to determine the weakness in local systems of management, and to form a basis for
a series of publications dealing with local road construction,
maintenance, and administration.
It published a bulletin upon the management, operation,
and discipline and the results obtained in convict road camps,
and another upon the results of the studies of an experimental road convict camp conducted in Georgia, to determine
the efficiency, economy, and practicability of applying modern methods of penology, sanitation, health, and dietetics to
the management of concist labor camps.
In the laboratories of the office, 1,345 samples of road material were analyzed or tested, and in a conference of State
highway testing engineers and chemists called to meet in the
office, standard forms of specifications for materials to be
used in various types of road construction were recommended, as also were standard methods of sampling, testing,
and reporting test results.
Experiments were conducted to determine the best methods of using water in irrigation, advice was given to farmers
on engineering features of pumping equipment for irrigation,
experiments were conducted for improvement of irrigation
equipment, and a general campaign for the proper utilization
and economy of water was instrumental in adding 100,000
acres to the irrigated area of California, the newly irrigated
land producing good crops of wheat and barley.
A widespread campaign was conducted to reach individual
landowners and induce them to improve by drainage lands
which had produced only from 10 to 75 per cent of what
29190**—YKB 1917
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they could bo made to yield. Particular attention was given
to small wet areas on farms. Plans for eliminating such wet
areas were made for 259 individual tracts, scattered in 19
States.
There were made ready for distribution plans of farm
houses, a community building for use in rural communities,
hollow-tile dair}^ barns, a hollow-tile general barn, a tile
barn to suit northern conditions, milk houses, brick silos,
wooden-hoop silos, hog houses, a cattle-feeding shed for
northern and western conditions, a reinforced-concrete water
tank, root and potato storage cellars, and sweet-potato curing
and storage houses.

THE WORK OP THE BUREAU OF MARKETS.
Through the investigational and demonstrational work of
the Bureau of Markets, extensive studies of the existing
methods of marketing and distributing farm products, with
a view to suggesting improvements and economies, were
made. These studies include the methods of marketing such
farm products as cotton and cotton seed; live stock, meat^,
wool, dairy products, and other animal by-products; grain,
seeds, and hay ; and the various fruits and vegetables. Investigations are made of the possibilities of cooperative purchasing and marketing organizations, uniform systems of
accounts are devised and demonstrated, and many questions
regarding the transportation of farm products and the more
efficient utilization of cars receive attention. Eeports were
received and tabulated from practically all boat lines and express companies handling perishable fruits and vegetables
regarding the number of shipments handled by them. Investigations covering the handling, grading, and packing of
various farm crops also were made. Assistance was given to
cities in improving local marketing conditions. Studies of
the economic value of cold storage in the conservation of
foodstuffs and methods of eliminating wastes both in storage
and at the markets were conducted. The possibilities of foreign markets for American farm products under normal
conditions were studied.
The bureau cooperated with the States in the employment
of agents to study methods of marketing and distributing
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farm products and to assist in coordinating marketing activities.
Studies of agencies which loan on mortgages and extend
personal credit to farmers and studies of organized activity
among farmers for credit improvement and other means of
increasing farm credit also were made by the bureau. Investigations were made and assistance given in organizing
various other cooperative associations.
In its service work the Bureau of Markeis issued several
series of daily and other reports. These have increased rapidly in number and in their usefulness to all engaged in the
marketing of farm products. The scope of many of these
reports has been enlarged greatly through the provisions
contained in the food production act. They may be classified
as follows :
1. Market news service on perishable fruits and vegetables (one
daily and two weekly reports).
2. Market news service on live stock and meats (three daily, one
weekly, and two monthly reports).
3. Market news service on honey (biweekly reports).
4. Market news service on grain and hay (biweekly reports).
5. The Seed Reporter (monthly).
6. Reports on the supply of wool (quarterly).
7. Reports on manufactured dairy products and oleomargarine
(monthly).
8. Cold-storage holdings of apples, eggs, dairy products, meats, and
fish (monthly).
9. Daily market reports on locally grown truck products, Issued in
cooperation with local agencies in different cities.

The enforcement or administration of three Federal laws
has been intrusted to the Bureau of Markets: (1) Under the
United States Cotton Futures Act, which became a law Augjist 18, 1914, standards have been established for nine
grades of white cotton, five grades of yellow-tinged cotton,
and three grades of yellow-stained and blue-stained cotton.
(2) The United States Grain Standards Act was enacted
August 11, 1916. Under this act, official standards of the
United States for shielled corn and wheat have been established and promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture, and
tentative grades are being considered for oats. The work of
the inspectors licensed under the act is reviewed by a supervisor in each of the 35 districts into which the country has
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been divided. (3) The main purpose of the United States
Warehouse Act, which became a law on August 11, 1916, is
to establish a form of warehouse receipts for cotton, grain,
wool, tobacco, and flaxseed, and to make these receipts negotiable as delivery orders or as collateral for loans. Thus
far, rules and regulations for administering this act in respect to cotton have been issued.

